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ABSTRACT

General Terms

Speculative multithreading (SpMT) architecture can exploit
thread-level parallelism that cannot be identified statically.
Speedup can be obtained by speculatively executing threads
in parallel that are extracted from a sequential program.
However, performance degradation might happen if the threads
are highly dependent, since a recovery mechanism will be activated when a speculative thread executes incorrectly and
such a recovery action usually incurs a very high penalty.
Therefore, it is essential for SpMT to quantify the degree
of dependences and to turn off speculation if the degree of
dependences passes certain thresholds. This paper presents
a technique that quantitatively computes dependences between loop iterations and such information can be used to
determine if loop iterations can be executed in parallel by
speculative threads. This technique can be broken into two
steps. First probabilistic points-to analysis is performed to
estimate the probabilities of points-to relationships in case
there are pointer references in programs, and then the degree
of dependences between loop iterations is computed quantitatively. Preliminary experimental results show compilerdirected thread-level speculation based on the information
gathered by this technique can achieve significant performance improvement on SpMT.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Speculative multithreading (SpMT) architecture has been
proposed by researchers to dynamically exploit parallelism
in an application [11, 20, 25, 31, 35]. In the SpMT architecture, threads can be extracted from a sequential program
and speculatively executed in parallel. When the execution
of parallel threads violates a data dependence specified by
the sequential code, a recovery mechanism will be activated
to ensure the correct sequential semantics. Furthermore,
SpMT can utilize parallelism among noncontiguous regions
of a program. As a result, more parallelism can be exploited
than the parallelism that the compiler can usually identify
statically.
Although the SpMT architecture can automatically exploit thread-level parallelism and handle recovery if misspeculation happens, compilers play an important role in
achieving maximal performance. The reason is because every recovery action incurs hefty penalty and the performance
improvement gained by speculative parallelization might be
nullified by the recover overheads. Compilers can avoid such
performance degradation by analyzing the possibilities of
conflicts between speculative threads and turning off speculation if the possibilities are over certain thresholds. Therefore, it is necessary for SpMT to incorporate a compiler that
can compute quantitatively the possibilities of data and control dependences among speculation candidates in a program before execution. The goal of this work is to develop
the essential analysis techniques for the SpMT compiler to
compute the possibilities of dependences between speculation candidates.
Dependences between speculation candidates, such as different loop iterations or non-overlapped code regions, can
be computed by comparing the read and write references
between them. However, if the program contains pointer
references, the possibilities of conflicts can not be computed
since conventional pointer analysis techniques do not provide quantitative descriptions to tell how likely the pointers are aliased [2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 21, 27, 28, 29, 32, 38, 39,

40]. These techniques only classify points-to relationships
into definitely-points-to relationships, which hold for all executions, and possibly-points-to relationships, which might
hold for some executions. Possibly-points-to relationships
cannot tell how likely the conditions will hold for the executions, and consequently the compiler has to make a conservative guess and assume the conditions hold for all executions. This paper addresses this issue by presenting a
probabilistic points-to analysis approach to give a quantitative description for each points-to relationship to represent
the probability that it holds.
Once the probability of every points-to relationship is
computed, the quantitative computation of dependences between speculation candidates can be proceeded. The results
will be used to guide the thread speculation in order to reduce the impact of recovery penalties. Preliminary experimental results show compiler-directed thread-level speculation based on the information gathered by this technique
can achieve significant performance improvement on SpMT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a description on SpMT and its cost model. Section
3 describes the probabilistic data flow analysis framework
for the probabilistic points-to analysis. Section 4 details
how to compute data dependence probability and the issues
on applying of this information on SpMT. Experimental results will be presented in Section 5 and the related work is
compared in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes this paper.

2.

SPECULATIVE MULTITHREADING

In a speculative multithreading (SpMT) model [11, 20,
25, 31, 35] threads are extracted from sequential codes and
speculatively executed in parallel without violating the sequential program semantics. If there is a violation of dependence, the hardware must ensure that illegal status will
be fixed and the mis-speculated thread will re-execute with
proper data. A compiler-guided speculation can reduce the
possibilities of mis-speculations, and thus result in better
performance.

2.1 Architecture and Simulator
This work uses an execution driven simulator SIMCA to
model the SpMT architecture. SIMCA is developed by ARCTiC Lab at University of Minnesota. It is based on the
SimpleScalar simulator [7]. SIMCA simulates the hardware
component interaction in the superthreaded architecture [35,
36]. The superthreaded architecture combines compilerdirected thread-level speculation of control-dependence with
runtime verification of data dependence. The execution of
a thread in the superthreaded model is partitioned into several stages. Figure 1 shows the stages of a thread pipelining
model.
Continuation Stage
This stage is to compute recurrence variables, such as
loop index variables. These variables are forwarded to
the next thread before the next thread is activated.
The end of the continuation stage is a fork instruction
that spawns the next thread.
Target-Store-Address-Generation (TSAG) Stage
This stage stores the data addresses that will be later
used by other threads. The hardware will resolve data
dependences during program execution.
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Figure 1: Thread Pipelining Execution Model
Computation Stage
The is the parallel computation stage for threads. The
abort future instruction can be used to explicitly abort
successor threads in case of mis-speculation.
Write-Back Stage
The thread completes its execution by writing all of he
data from its memory buffer into memory. To maintain
the correct memory state, the threads perform their
write-back stages in their original order.
In this environment, thread and data speculations can be
accomplished by the abort future instruction. When dependence is detected at runtime, it will discard the thread and
invoke recovery mechanisms.

2.2 Cost Model
Once loop iterations are distributed into threads, a compiler must decide if it is profitable to execute these threads
speculatively. The following cost model can be used by the
compiler to make this decision:
X`
´´
`
(1)
Lo > L s +
Vf req (set) × Orset + Lset
c
set

where set represents each violation relationship, Lo is the
execution time of original codes, Ls is the execution time
of speculative threads without recovery codes, Vf req (set) is
the violation frequency for set, Orset is the overhead of set
to invoke recovery codes, and Lset
is the time needed to
c
actually execute recovery codes of set. For simplicity, this
paper conservatively assumes each violation relationship is
independent.
Since multithreading execution is out-of-order, a data dependence between speculated threads does not always lead
to dependence violation for each execution. Suppose E represents the violation ratio when the dependence exists. The
violation frequency Vf req (set) can be computed as the product of E and the probability of data dependence between
threads for set, Pdep (set). For each set, the difference in
Orset and Lset
is very small so that it can be ignored. Conc
sequently, Equation (1) can be written as follows.
X`
´´
`
Lo > L s +
Pdep (set) × E × Orset + Lset
c
set

' Ls + E × (Or + Lc ) ×

X
set

Pdep (set)

(2)

E can be viewed
P as constant and evaluated by experimental
results, while
Pdep (set) will be the dominating factor can
be computed using the results of the probabilistic points-to
analysis.

3.

of statements on points-to relationships. Suppose the sets
of points-to relationships at the program points right before
and after S, i.e. Sin and Sout , are INS and OUTS , respectively. Then the effect of S on points-to relationships can
be represented by the transfer function FS :

PROBABILISTIC POINTS-TO ANALYSIS

3.1 Problem Specifications
The goal of probabilistic points-to analysis is to compute
the probability of each points-to relationship that might hold
at every program point. For each points-to relationship, say
that p points to v, denoted as a tuple hp, vi, it computes the
probability that pointer p points to v at every program point
s during the program execution. In other words, a probability function P(s, hp, vi) is computed for each points-to
relationship hp, vi at every program point s by the following equation
 E(s, hp, vi)
if E(s) 6= 0
def
E(s)
P(s, hp, vi) =
(3)
0
otherwise
where E(s) is the number of times s is expected to be visited during program execution and E(s, hp, vi) denotes the
number of times the points-to relationship hp, vi holds at
s [26].
The probability function can be overloaded to compute
the possibilities for the set of points-to relationships at every program point, if the set is represented by a vector.
Specifically, if A is the set of points-to relationships at s,
the probability function for A at s will be
P(s, A)

def

=

{P(s, hp, vi) | hp, vi ∈ A}

Such an overloaded probability function returns a vector,
ith element of which contains the result of the probability
function for the ith points-to relationship in A.

OUTS = FS (INS )
The probabilistic points-to analysis can be formulated as
a data flow framework as well. If the sets INS and OUTS are
represented by vectors, the vector of probability functions of
the points-to relationships in OUTS can be computed by an
overloaded transfer function FS :
P(Sout, OUTS ) =
=

FS returns a vector with the ith element representing the
probability function of the ith points-to relationship in OUTS .

3.2.1 Basic Pointer Assignment Statements
Figure 2 summarizes the process of computing the set
of points-to relationships OUTS at the end of every basic
pointer assignment statement S by the conventional pointsto analysis techniques [10, 28, 38]. Every points-to relationship is associated with an attribute rel, which can be
either true or f alse, to specify that the relationship is either a definitely-points-to relationship or possibly-points-to
relationship.
S
p = &q
p=q
p = ?q

Address-of Assignment
Copy Assignment
Load Assignment
Store Assignment

p = &q
p=q
p = ?q
?p = q

In addition, every of the first three basic pointer assignments, i.e. statements with the form p = · · · , will be preceded by a nullifying assignment of the form p = nil. Similarly, every store assignment statement will be preceded
immediately by an indirect nullifying assignment with the
form ?p = nil.

3.2 Algorithm Outline
The conventional points-to analysis can be formulated as
a data flow framework [6, 12, 24]. The data flow framework includes transfer functions, which formulate the effect

OUTS = FS (INS )
INS ∪ {(hp, qi, true)}
INS ∪ {(hp, vi, rel) | (hq, vi, rel) ∈ INS }
W
x
x
x (rel1 ∧ rel2 )) |

INS ∪ {(hp, vi,

∀x ((hq, xi, rel1x ), (hx, vi, rel2x ) ∈ INS )}

?x = q

INS ∪ {(hp, vi, rel1 ∧ rel2 ) |

p = nil

INS − {(hp, vi, rel) ∈ INS }

?x = nil

INS − {(hp, vi, rel) | (hx, pi, rel), (hp, vi, rel) ∈ IN S }

Program Representations and Normalization
Programs will be represented by control flow graphs (CFGs)
whose edges are labeled with a static assigned execution
frequency [26, 37] or an actual frequency from profiling. An
empty node will be added at the entry of every loop as the
header node, while an empty node will be augmented as the
join node of each conditional.
Programs will be normalized such that each pointer assignment statement is one of the four basic pointer assignment statements listed in the following table [28]:

FS (P(Sin , INS ))
{FS (P(Sin , hp, vi)) | hp, vi ∈ INS }

(hx, pi, rel1 ), (hq, vi, rel2 ) ∈ INS }

∪ {(hp, vi, f alse) |
(hx, pi, f alse), (hp, vi, rel) ∈ INS }

Figure 2: Computing the Set of Points-to Relationships
In contrast to simply associating an attribute to distinguish definitely-points-to relationships from possibly-pointsto relationships, the probabilistic points-to analysis computes a probability function for every points-to relationship hp, vi at each program point s to estimate the possibility that hp, vi would hold every time s is visited at
runtime. Figure 3 presents the formula to compute the
probability function P(Sout, hp, vi) of every points-to relationship hp, vi ∈ OUTS at exit of statement S. Note
that the table only shows the probability functions of the
points-to relationships that are affected by S. The results
of the probability functions at Sout for the points-to relationships that are not affected by S will be the same as
those at Sin . That is, if hx, yi is not influenced by S, then
P(Sout , hx, yi) = P(Sin , hx, yi).

3.2.2 Meet Operator u

S

P(Sout , hp, vi)

p = &q
p=q
p = ?q

(

1

q≡v

0

otherwise

pf are the branching probabilities of Then and Else branches
respectively and pt + pf = 1. Then the probability function
of the points-to relationship hp, vi at the merge point Joinin
of the T hen and Else branches can be computed by the meet
operation:

P(Sin , hq, vi)
P
x P(Sin , hq, xi) × P(Sin , hx, vi)

?x = q

P(Sin , hx, pi) × P(Sin , hq, vi) + P(Sin , hp, vi)

p = nil

0

?x = nil

(1 − P(Sin , hx, pi)) × P(Sin , hp, vi)

P(Joinin , hp, vi) = P(T henout , hp, vi) u P(Elseout , hp, vi)

3.2.4 Loops

Figure 3: Computing the Probability Functions
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Since a loop can iterate an arbitrary number of times, it
can be imagined as if there were an unbounded number of
outgoing edges leaving from the exit point of the loop body
and then joining the header node. Specifically, the back
edge of the loop shown in Figure 4(a) in fact represents the
infinitive number of out-edges of the loop body B, as shown
in Figure 4(b). Furthermore, if the branching probability
of entering the loop is pt , then the expected frequency that
B will be visited at ith iteration is pit , i.e. E(B[i]) = pit
where B[i] denotes B at ith iteration. Therefore, the vector
of probability functions for the set of points-to relationships
INHeader at at the entry of the header node will be
P(Headerin , INHeader )
=

(a) Actual CFG

(b) Imaginary CFG

Figure 4: Loops

P(B0out , OUTB0 ) u P(B[1]out , OUTB[1] ) u
P(B[2]out , OUTB[2] ) u · · · u P(B[n]out , OUTB[n] ) u · · ·

=

P(B0out , OUTB0 ) u (

∞
l

P(B[i]out , OUTB[i] ))

i=1

Although the domain of the probabilistic points-to analysis is not a semilattice, the notion of meet operations is used
to represent the actions of merging probability functions at
join nodes. Suppose the probability functions of the pointsto relationship hp, vi at the program points B1out and B2out
after B1 and B2 are P(B1out , hp, vi) and P(B2out , hp, vi),
respectively. Then the probability function of the points-to
relationship hp, vi at the join node will be
P(Joinin , hp, vi)
=
def

=

P(B1out , hp, vi) u P(B2out , hp, vi)
P(B1out , hp, vi) × E(B1) + P(B2out , hp, vi) × E(B2)
E(B1) + E(B2)

where E(B1) and E(B2) are the numbers of times B1 and
B2 are expected to be visited during program execution.
Similarly, the meet operator u can be overloaded to handle
sets of probabilistic points-to relationships:
P(Joinin , INJ oin )
=
=

P(B1out , OUTB1 ) u P(B2out , OUTB2 )
{P(B1out , hp, vi) u P(B2out , hp, vi) | hp, vi ∈ INJ oin }

where OUTB1 , OUTB2 , and INJ oin are the sets of pointsto relationships at program points B1out , B2out and Joinin
respectively, and INjoin = OUTB1 ∪ OUTB2 .

∼

P(B0out , OUTB0 ) u P(Bout , OUTB )

In order to find a solution of the above equation, a symbolic probability will be assigned to each probability function as its value at the entry of the header node. Since the
probability functions P(Bout , OUTB ) will be computed by
the transfer function FB with the vector P(Bin , INB ) as
its argument, the vector returned by P(Bout, OUTB ) will
be functions of these symbolic probabilities. As a result,
the equation P(Headerin, INHeader ) = P(B0out , OUTB0 )u
P(Bout , OUTB ) is in fact a linear system, and the values of
symbolic probabilities can be computed by solving the linear
system.
Consider a very simple loop with only one points-to relationship hp, vi. A symbolic probability P is introduced
at the header entry, i.e. P(Headerin , hp, vi) = P , and
hence P(Bin , hp, vi) = P . Suppose P(B0out , hp, vi) =
1, E(B) = 10, and P(Bout, hp, vi) = FB (P(Bin , hp, vi)) =
0.9P . Then the symbolic probability P can be solved:
P(Headerin , INHeader )

=

P(B0out , OUTB0 ) u
P(Bout , OUTB )

P

=

(1 × 1 + 10 × 0.9P ) / (1 + 10)

P

=

0.5

3.3 Interprocedural Analysis
3.3.1 Algorithm

3.2.3 Conditionals
The most commonly used conditionals is the if-then-else
construct. Suppose OUTT hen and OUTElse are the sets
of points-to relationships at the exit points T henout and
Elseout of Then and Else branches respectively, while pt and

The algorithm for interprocedural probabilistic points-to
analysis is developed based on the algorithm developed by
Emami et al. [10]. At each call site, points-to relationships
are mapped from actual parameters to formal parameters
by the algorithm, and the results are unmapped back to the

variables in the caller once the called function is analyzed.
During the mapping process, symbolic names (or ghost location sets) will be declared to represent variables outside
the scope of the called functions, i.e. invisible variables [10,
28].
Instead of constructing an invocation graph, this algorithm implements a call stack to keep track of procedure invocations. The node for an invoked procedure will be pushed
into the stack and popped out of the stack when the invocation ends. Therefore, the contents of the call stack represent the nodes on the paths from the root of the invocation
graph to the currently active procedure. Furthermore, the
contents of the call stack determine the calling context of
the procedure currently being analyzed. If a cycle is created
by recursive invocations, an approximation similar to that
done by Emami et al. [10] and Wilson and Lam [38] will be
applied.
A symbolic probability will be assigned to every pointsto relationship at the entry of a procedure as the value of
its probability function. The intraprocedural algorithm outlined in the previous section can then be applied to compute
the probability function of every points-to relationship at
the end of the procedure. The transition of the probability
functions from the procedure entry to to the procedure exit
represents the effects of the procedure. In other words, the
transformations can be viewed as the transfer function of the
procedure under the context. Like the analysis done by other
researchers [28, 38], the transfer function will be cached to
avoid duplicate computations. If the procedure is invoked
with the same set of points-to relationships, maybe with
different probability functions, the transfer function can be
used to compute the results by substituting the symbolic
probabilities with the values of the probability functions.

3.3.2 Handling Recursive Procedures
In addition to the symbolic probability that will be declared for every points-to relationship at the procedure entry
as done for nonrecursive procedures, one matching symbolic
probability will be declared for the points-to relationship
at the end of the procedure for recursive procedures. The
reason to introduce a new set of symbolic probabilities is
because it is not possible to compute the probability functions directly at the end of a recursive procedure. This set
of probabilistic points-to relationships will be served as the
transfer function of the recursive procedure at the current
stage.
When a recursive invocation is encountered, the current
transfer function, i.e. the set of points-to relationships with
symbolic probabilities at the end of the procedure, will be
used to compute the OUT set of the invocation statement.
If new points-to relationships are merged to the entry of the
recursive procedure at later iterations, a pair of symbolic
probabilities will be declared for every new points-to relationship, one for the procedure entry and one for the procedure exit. Furthermore, the new points-to relationships at
the end of procedure will be included as part of the transfer
function. The process will be repeated until none of sets
change.
Once the sets converge, the symbolic probabilities at the
procedure entry can be obtained by solving the linear system
for the meet operation on the incoming-edges to the entry
node.

3.4 Example
Consider the example shown in Figure 5. Assume the
branching probabilities of the two if branches are both 0.9.
The program calls a recursive function f unc after creating
the points-to relationships hp, vi and hq, vi by S1 and S2,
respectively. Figure 5 depicts the iterations performed by
the interprocedural analysis to reach a fixed point. Both the
sets of points-to relationships at the entry and exit of every
statement Si, e.g. INSi and OU TSi , are shown. However,
in order to save space, only the OU TSi sets of some statements are displayed since these statements pass the INSi
set directly to the OU TSi set.
After the mapping process at call site S3 and introducing
symbolic probabilities at the function entry, the set INS11
contains the tuples [hx, x1 i, P1 ], [hy, y1 i, P2 ], [hx1 , x2 i, P3 ],
and [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ] at iteration 1. These tuples will be propagated and transformed by statements, and the set of the
probabilistic points-to relationships that reach S17in , consists of tuples [hx, x1 i, P1 ], [hy, y1 i, P2 ], [hx1 , x2 i, (1−0.9P1 )P3 ],
[hy1 , y2 i, (1 − 0.1P2 )P4 ], [hx1 , y2 i, 0.9P1 P2 P4 ], and [hy1 , x2 i,
0.1P1 P2 P3 ]. Since the effect of the recursive function f unc
will not known until the iterations reach a fixed point, symbolic probabilities are introduced at the end of call site
S17out .
At iteration 2, the symbolic probabilities can be resolved
since the points-to relationships of x and y are not modified
by any statements in f unc, and the result is P1 = P2 = 1.
Furthermore, two new points-to relationships hx1 , y2 i and
hy1 , x2 i are merged into the set S11in , and hence two more
symbolic probabilities P5 and P6 and the set INS11 will be
comprised of tuples {[hx, x1 i, 1], [hy, y1 i, 1], [hx1 , x2 i, P3 ],
[hy1 , y2 i, P4 ], [hx1 , y2 i, P5 ], and [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]. The tuples
will be transformed by statements and reach the end of f unc
with different probability functions, i.e. they are [hx, x1 i, 1],
[hy, y1 i, 1], [hx1 , x2 i, 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P30 ], [hy1 , y2 i,
0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) + 0.9P40 ], [hx1 , y2 i, 0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) +
0.9P50 ], and [hy1 , x2 i, 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P60 ].
All the sets of probabilistic points-to relationships will
converge at iteration 3, since no new tuples will be generated. Now the symbolic probabilities can be computed by
solving the following linear system that is obtained from the
equation P(S11in , INS11 ) = P(S3in , INS3 )uP(S17in , INS17 ):
P3

=

(1 + 9 × (0.1P3 + 0.9P6 ))/(1 + 9)

P4

=

(1 + 9 × (0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ))/(1 + 9)

P5

=

(9 × (0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ))/(1 + 9)

P6

=

(9 × (0.1P3 + 0.9P6 ))/(1 + 9)

As a result, the set of probabilistic points-to relationships
INS11 at the entry of recursive function f unc contains [hx, x1 i,
1], [hy, y1 i, 1], [hx1 , x2 i, 0.19], [hy1 , y2 i, 0.91], [hx1 , y2 i, 0.81],
and [hy1 , x2 i, 0.09]. Furthermore, the probabilities of pointsto relationships at the end of f unc can be determined by
solving the following equations
P30

= 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P30

P40

= 0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) + 0.9P40

P50
P60

= 0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) + 0.9P50
= 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P60

The result will be P30 = P60 = 0.9 and P40 = P50 = 0.1.

Program

INSi /OU TSi (Iteration 1)

INSi /OU TSi (Iteration 2)

S : p = &v;

[hp, vi, 1]

[hp, vi, 1]

S2 : q = &u;

[hp, vi, 1]

[hp, vi, 1]

[hp, vi, 1] [hq, ui, 1]

[hp, vi, 1] [hq, ui, 1]

S3 : f unc(&p, &q);

[hp, vi, 1] [hq, ui, 1]

[hp, vi, 1] [hq, ui, 1]

-

[hp, vi, 1] [hq, ui, 1]

S11 : f unc(x, y){

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

int ? ?x;

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

int ? ?y;
S12 : if (...)

-

main( ) {
elist = make_list(N);
// S1
hlist = make_list(N);
// S2
make_neighbor_list(elist, hlist); // S3
make_neighbor_list(hlist, elist); // S4
for (...) {
compute(elist);
// S5
compute(hlist);
// S6
}
}
Node *make_list(int size) {
list = null;
for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
p = malloc(Node); // S7 => MallocS7[ ] is
// introduced, i.e.
// p=&MallocS7[symbolic_index]
p.next = list;
list = p;
}
return list;
}

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]
[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]
[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]

S13 :

t = ?y;

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]
[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[ht, y2 i, P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]
[ht, y2 i, P4 ] [ht, x2 i, P6 ]

S130 :

? x = t;

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[ht, y2 i, P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]
[ht, y2 i, P4 ] [ht, x2 i, P6 ]

S14 : else

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, (1 − P1 )P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, P4 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P1 P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P4 ] [hx1 , x2 i, P6 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

A symbolic index main@s1:i will be associated with the
heap object that is allocated by S7 at the ith iteration of the
loop in make_list called by S1 in main. In other words, S7
is equivalent to p = &MallocS7[main@s1:i], where main@s1
denotes the calling context and i represents the loop iteration. Similarly, S7 can be viewed as p=&MallocS7[main@s2:i]
when make_list is called by S2.
The points-to relationships that are generated after S1
is executed include [helist, &MallocS7[main@S1:N-1]i, 1],
[hMallocS7[main@S1:i].next, &MallocS7[main@S1:i-1]i, 1],
1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. Similarly, S2 introduces the following pointsto relationships: [hhlist, &MallocS7[main@S2:N-1]i, 1],
[hMallocS7[main@S2:i].next, &MallocS7[main@S2:i-1]i, 1],
1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1. This example shows the symbols main@S1
and main@S2 denote the calling contexts and consequently a
compiler can recognize that elist and hlist point to different portions of the virtual array MallocS7.
Further consider the code fragment in EM3D that constructs the neighbor lists of both lists:

[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]
S15 :

t = ?x;

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]
[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[ht, x2 i, P1 P3 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]
[ht, x2 i, P3 ] [ht, y2 i, P5 ]

S150 :

? y = t;

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P4 ]

[ht, x2 i, P1 P3 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, P5 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P6 ]
[ht, x2 i, P3 ] [ht, y2 i, P5 ]

S16 : if (...)

S17 :

f unc(x, y)

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, (1 − P2 )P4 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hx1 , y2 i, P5 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, P1 P2 P3 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, P3 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P5 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, 0.9(1 − P1 )P3 + 0.1P3 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, 0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, 0.1(1 − P2 )P4 + 0.9P4 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, 0.9P4 + 0.1P 5]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.9P1 P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.1P1 P2 P3 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, (1 − 0.9P1 )P3 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, 0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, (1 − 0.1P2 )P4 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, 0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.9P1 P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.1P1 P2 P3 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ]

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, P30 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P40 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, P30 ] [hy1 , y2 i, P40 ]

make_neighbor_lists(list1, list2) {
for (p = list1; p; p = p.next) {
p.nlist = malloc(NEIGH); // S8
for (int i = 0; i < NEIGH; i++)
p.nlist[i] = &list2[random()];
}
}

[hx1 , y2 i, P50 ] [hy1 , x2 i, P60 ]
S18 :}

of elements, each with the size n, will be created. Each heap
object allocated from the same malloc statement will be
assigned a unique symbolic index, which can be formulated
based on the enclosing loop iterations and calling contexts.
Consider the following EM3D code fragment that builds lists
of E and H nodes:

[hx, x1 i, P1 ] [hy, y1 i, P2 ]

[hx, x1 i, 1] [hy, y1 i, 1]

[hx1 , x2 i, 0.1(1 − 0.9P1 )P3 + 0.9P30 ]

[hx1 , x2 i, 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P30 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, 0.1(1 − 0.1P2 )P4 + 0.9P40 ]

[hy1 , y2 i, 0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) + 0.9P40 ]
0.9P50 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.09P1 P2 P4 ]

[hx1 , y2 i, 0.1(0.9P4 + 0.1P5 ) +

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.01P1 P2 P3 ]

[hy1 , x2 i, 0.1(0.9P6 + 0.1P3 ) + 0.9P60 ]

Figure 5: Interprocedural Analysis Example

3.5 Naming Heap Objects
Heap objects are modeled as array elements. For every
malloc(n) statement, an array with a unspecified number

New points-to relationships generated by this function after the call site S3 will be [hMallocS7[main@S1:N-i-1].nlist,
&MallocS8[main@S3:i]i, 1], and [hMallocS8[main@S3:i][j],
&MallocS7[main@S2:?]i, 1], 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ NEIGH −
1. Similarly, S4 introduces points-to relationships
[hMallocS7[main@S2:N-i-1].nlist, &MallocS8[main@S4:i]i,
1], and [hMallocS8[main@S4:i][j], &MallocS7[main@S1:?]i,
1], 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ NEIGH − 1. Question marks
are used since the indexes are generated by a random function. However, it should not hurt since it gives the compiler
enough information for dependence analysis.

4.

DATA DEPENDENCE PROBABILITY

as follows:

This section shows how to compute the probabilities of
data dependences using the probabilistic points-to analysis
(PPA) information.

PS3 δ S5

Definition
Consider the memory object p referenced at program point
S1 , denoted as pS1 , and memory object q referenced at program point S2 , denoted as qS2 . The probability PS1 δ S2 that
S2 depends on S1 due to a flow dependence from pS1 to qS2
is defined as follows:
def

PS1 δ S2 =

E(S2 , pS1 δ qS2 )
E(S2 )

(4)

where E(S2 ) is the number of times S2 is executed during
execution and E(S2 , pS1 δ qS2 ) is the number of times the
flow dependence relationship between pS1 and qS2 holds.
A flow dependence relationship S1 δ S2 exists when the
value of pS1 defined at S1 flows to S2 and is referenced by
qS2 . Since memory objects can be defined through a variable or a pointer, p may not be defined every time S1 is
visited during the execution and furthermore the value of p
may be modified by statements between S1 and S2 . A flow
dependence relationship is generated only when p is defined
at S1 reaches S2 , q is referenced at S2 , p and q are aliases at
S2
S2 . Therefore, let PDEF
(pS1 ) be the value of p defined at
S1 reaches S2 , PREF (qS2 ) be the probability that q is referenced at S2 and Palias (S2 , (pS1 , qS2 )) be the probability
that p and q are aliases at S2 , the above equation can be
computed as follows:
PS1 δ S2
P
=

qS

2

S2
PDEF
(pS1 ) × REF (qS2 )

E(S2 )
P

S2
PDEF
(pS1 ) ×

=

S2
PDEF
(pS1 )

qS

2

REF (qS2 )

1 × 1 × 0.8
0.8

Example 2
Consider another example that introduces pointer-induced
loop-carried data dependences.
S1:
S2:
S3:
S4:
S5:
S6:
S7:

while (...) {
p = &K;
if (...)
K = ...
...
... = *q
...
if (...)
q = p;
}

If p and q are aliased, there will be a flow dependence relationship between S4 and S5 . Assume the probabilities that
the statement S4 and S7 enclosed by IF -construct will be
executed are 0.8 and 0.2 respectively, and assume the probability the condition of the WHILE -construct will be true
at S1 is 0.9. Then the probability of the flow dependence
relationship S4 δ S5 can be computed as follows:
PS4 δ S5

=

S5
PDEF
(K, S4 ) × PREF (∗q, S5 ) ×

=

Palias (S5 , (KS4 , ∗qS5 ))
0.8 × 1 × Palias (S5 , (KS4 , ∗qS5 ))

=

E(S2 )

0.8 × PP oints−to (S5 , hq, Ki)
0.2 × 9
0.8 ×
10
0.144

Example 3
Consider the compute function in EM3D.

× Palias (S2 , (pS1 , qS2 ))

× PREF (qS2 ) × Palias (S2 , (pS1 , qS2 ))

S2
PDEF
(pS1 ) and PREF (qS2 ) will be computed by probabilistic data flow framework presented by Ramalingam [26]. The
complex part Palias (S2 , (pS1 , qS2 )) will be evaluated by the
probabilistic points-to analysis. Similar formulas will be derived for anti-dependence or output dependence relationships. For conciseness, only flow dependence relationships
will be presented in the rest of section.

Example 1
Consider the following program fragment.

S5:

=

=
× Palias (S2 , (pS1 , qS2 ))

S5
(M, S3 ) × PREF (∗p, S5 ) ×
PDEF
Palias (S5 , (MS3 , ∗pS5 ))

=

=

=

S1:
S2:
S3:

=

if (...)
p = &M
M = ...
...
... = *p;

If p points to M at S5 , then there is a flow dependence
from M at S3 to ∗p at S5 . Assume Palias (S5 , (MS3 , ∗pS5 ))
S5
(M, S3 ) and
computed by PPA is 0.8. Since both PDEF
PREF (∗p, S5 ) are both equal to 1, The probability of the
flow dependence relationship S3 δ S5 exists can be computed

compute(list) {
for (p = list; p; p = p.next) {
for (i = 0; i < NEIGH; i++) {
q = p.nlist[i];
p.value -= q.coff * q.value;
}
}
}

Since the compiler can tell p at different iterations points
to different heap objects and q points to a different region of
the virtual array MallocS7 (see Section 3.5), the probability
of aliases are 0 and hence there are no dependences.

5. EXPERIMENTS
This section first compares the estimated probabilities of
all points-to relationships by PPA with the probabilities
gathered at runtime to show the accuracy of PPA. Then
compiler-directed speculation will be performed on an SpMT
simulator to demonstrate the impact of performance with
the incorporation of dependence analysis and PPA.

5.1 PPA
A prototype compiler has been implemented upon the
SUIF system [34] and CFG library of MachSUIF [30] to
perform the interprocedural probabilistic points-to analysis.

The routine in the SPAN compiler to associate variables
with location sets is integrated in the compiler as well [28].
In addition, CAS (Computer Algebra System) GiNaC and
GNU Scientific library GSL are used to process symbolic
and mathematical computation. Programs are first transformed from the high-SUIF format to the low-SUIF format
by SUIF and then represented by CFGs using the CFG library of MachSUIF. All the variables on the CFG nodes will
be associated with location sets by the SPAN routine. The
compiler will then traverse the CFGs to compute the probability function of every probabilistic points-to relationship
at each program point, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Prototype Implementation

Program

Description

990127-1

Test program from gcc-3.0.1 testsuite.

shuffle

The program tests a random number generator
using a card shuffling procedure. (netlib.org)

20000801-2

Test program from gcc-3.0.1 testsuite

fir2dim

DSPstone filter benchmark.

misr

A program create and use link list. (McGill)

fft

An FFT test program. (netlib.org)

dhrystone

The dhrystone benchmark v2.1.

clinpack

This is the Linpack program (floating-point)
rewritten by C. (netlib.org)

alvinn

This program trains a neural network called
ALVINN using back propagation. (SPEC92)

queens

A program that finds solutions to the
eight-queens chess problem. (netlib.org)

power

The Power Pricing benchmark. (Olden)

Table 1: Benchmark programs for PPA verification

outgoing edge
Fall-through

assigned probability
1

IF (taken)

pt = 0.5

IF (not taken)

pf = 0.5

Loop-back edge

pt = 0.9

Loop-exit edge

pf = 0.1

Table 2: Statically Assigned Probabilities
Several applications have been chosen as the benchmarks,
as listed in Table 1. These benchmark programs have been

executed to gather the detailed points-to information at runtime. The runtime results will be compared with the following three variations of points-to analysis:
• Probabilistic points-to analysis based on static probabilities (PPA-S)
A probability will be assigned to each outgoing edge of
CFG, as listed in Table 2, and the probabilistic pointsto analysis algorithm will be executed based on these
edge probabilities.
• Probabilistic points-to analysis based on path profiling
information (PPA-P)
A profiling tool has been built upon SUIF to gather the
execution frequency of every edge in CFG, and probabilistic points-to analysis will be performed based on
the path profiling information to compute the probabilities of points-to relationships in selected benchmarks.
• Traditional points-to analysis (TPA)
The probability of each points-to relationship is assumed to be 1.
The discrepancy of the estimated probability for every
points-to relationship by these points-to analysis methods
from the probability observed at runtime, i.e. |Pestimated −
Pruntime |, will be measured at the end of each basic block of
all procedures. The accuracy of these variations of probabilistic points-to analysis will be quantified by averaging all
the discrepancies gathered at all basic blocks to obtain the
average error ξ

ξ=

n
X

|Pestimated (i) − Pruntime (i)|

i=1

n
The precision of probabilistic points-to analysis will be
quantified by computing variances gathered at all basic blocs
to obtain the standard deviation σ
v
n
uX
u
u
(Pestimated (i) − Pruntime (i))2
t
i=1
σ=
n
where Pestimated (i) is the estimated probability of ith pointsto relationship and Pruntime (i) is runtime profiled probability of ith points-to relationship.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the average errors and standard deviation of estimated probabilities of points-to relationships by these methods compared to the profiled probabilities at runtime, respectively. The average error of estimated probabilities by PPA-S compared to the runtime
frequencies is about 21.70%. With the aid of edge profiling information, PPA-P reduces the average error down to
2.68%. The figures show the probabilistic points-to analysis approach can estimate the likelihood that each points-to
relationship would hold with relatively small errors.
This result is significant since most compiler optimizations
rely on the ability to determine if points-to relationships
hold with high or low probabilities. Let Points-to Runtime (l%
∼ h%) be the set of points-to relationships with runtimeprofiled probabilities within the range l%∼h%. In addition,
let Points-toP P A (l%∼h%) be the set of points-to relationships that are estimated by PPA to hold with the probabilities within the range from l% to h% and are also in the set
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the superthreaded architecture [35, 36]. This is used as our
simulator platform for experiments.
In this work, speculation is handled by abort future instruction of superthreaded model and the software recovery
mechanisms. For not losing generality, the TSAG stage will
not be used to simplify the impact for performances. By this
policy, the behavior of the probabilistic analysis information
on thread speculation can be evaluated. The configuration
of the simulator is shown in table 4.
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Figure 8: Standard Deviation

comm. units

accuracyP P A (l% ∼ h%) =

Points-to P P A (l% ∼ h%)
Points-to Runtime (l% ∼ h%)

Table 3 presents the accuracy of PPA-S and PPA-P within
different probability ranges based on the above definition.
The first section of Table 3 shows the accuracy of PPA-P in
the probability range 0%∼10% is 91.89%, while the accuracy
of PPA-P in the range 90%∼100% is 96.48%, respectively.
This result demonstrates that the probabilistic points-to
analysis with path profiling information can identify the
points-to relationships with high or low probabilities with
very high accuracy.

5.2 Applications on SpMT
5.2.1 Simulation
The SIMCA simulator has been used to evaluate the performance on SpMT of several benchmark applications. SIMCA
is developed by ARCTiC Lab at University of Minnesota.
It is based on the SimpleScalar simulator, sim-outorder.
SIMCA simulates the hardware component interaction in

8 entries

mem-buffer write port

2

comm.-units to mem-buffer port

2

fork delay
cache memory

Points-to Runtime (l%∼h%). Then the accuracy within the
probability range l%∼h% of PPA is defined as the ratio of
the size of Points-toP P A (l%∼h%) over the size of
Points-to Runtime (l%∼h%), i.e.

2 and 4
256 and 128 bytes

4 cycles
2-level cache hierarchy,
total delay 6 cycles

Table 4: Configuration of SIMCA Simulator

5.2.2 Experimental Results
First, the relation between data dependence probability
and program execution is evaluated by assuming a flow dependence exists between loop iterations with different dependence probabilities. A skeleton of evaluated code fragment is shown as Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the results under
sequential, 2-thread, and 4-thread models.
The execution times of 2-thread and 4-thread systems are
close to the sequential execution, when the probabilities of
dependences are about 50% and 60%, respectively. This
value can be used to compute E of equation (2) in section 2.2. The figure also shows if the probability is high,
speculative mechanism will in fact cause performance degradation. Therefore a compiler must be able to determine if
speculative execution is profitable. A cost model is constructed for the simulation configuration based on the above
observation, and the compiler will determine when to turn
on or off the speculation mechanism.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of compiler-directed
speculation, several kernel loops are selected from programs
and listed in table 5 In the malloc program, a free-list with

      
   

     
   

*p = ...

Program

*p = ...

   

   

... = *q

Description

990127-1

Test program from gcc-3.0.1 testsuite.

shuffle

The program tests a random number generator
using a card shuffling procedure. (netlib.org)

em3d

A program that operates on an irregular linked
data structure.

data retrieval

A program simulates the behavior that retrieves a node from a set of nodes and modifies
the node’s content. (handcoding) [1]

malloc

A storage allocation program from [18].

map

A C version of C++ STL map operation. [33]

... = *q

   
   
"! #$"% &  &'( )+*  ," $*- $./

Table 5: Benchmark Programs
Figure 9: The skeleton of code fragment
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Figure 10: Data dependence probabilities vs. Execution times
1000 nodes is created and 1000 times of allocating memory operation are performed, with randomly generated sizes
ranging from 20 to 60. In the map program, a string-tointeger C++ STL map operation is executed. First, 500
elements generated randomly in the range from 1 to 500 are
inserted into a double linked-list. Then, 3000 times of map
operation will be done and the key of each map operation is
generated randomly with the same range.
The compiler will adopt one of the following three strategies:
Sequential Execution The compiler will turn off the speculation mechanism when it identifies a may-dependence.
The loop iterations will be executed sequentially.
Speculation The speculation mechanism will be turned
on. The loop iterations will be executed by speculated
threads.
Probabilistic Speculation The compiler will analyze the
probabilities of dependences using the PPA information. It then decides whether to turn on the speculation mechanism or not based on the cost model.
Figure 11 shows the comparison of execution speedup between different strategies with two thread units. The programs em3d and data retrieval have low probabilities, so

Figure 11: Speedups on 2-thread System
it is better to use speculated threads. For programs malloc and map, they do the table lookup operations from a
pointer-linked list. In most of cases, the operations are almost independent between list nodes and hence probability of conflicts is low. Consequently, the compiler turns on
the speculation mechanism for these programs and achieves
speedup on 2 threads.
On the other hand, the programs shuffle and 990127-1 exhibit high probabilities between loop iterations. Therefore
the benefits from multithreading execution will be nullified
by mis-speculative penalty and consequently sequential execution will be a better choice. This figure shows that the
probabilistic speculation strategy uses the data dependence
probability to choose the best strategy for speculation, and
hence it always achieves performance improvement.

6. RELATED WORK
There have been considerable efforts on pointer analysis
by researchers [2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 21, 27, 28, 29, 32, 38, 39, 40].
The proposed techniques compute at program points either
aliases or points-to relationships. They categorize aliases
or points-to relationships into two classes: must aliases or
definitely-points-to relationships, which hold for executions,
and may-aliases or possibly-points-to relationships, which
hold for at least one execution. However, they can not tell
which may-aliases or possibly-points-to relationships hold
for the most of executions and which for only few execu-

tions. Such information is crucial for compilers to determine
if certain optimizations and transformations will be beneficial. The probabilistic points-to analysis proposed in our
research work computes key information for optimizations
on speculative multi-threading environments.
In the work related to speculative multithreading (SpMT)
model, research work can be seen in [11, 20, 25, 31, 35]. We
employ the superthreaded architecture [35, 36] as our experimental platforms. In the work related to data speculations
for modern computer architectures, such as IA-64 [16, 19],
Ju et al. [17] gives a probabilistic memory disambiguation
approach for array analysis and optimizations. However,
the problem remains open for pointer-induced memory references. This work tries to provide a solution to fill-in the
open areas. In the work related to compiler optimizations
for pointer-based programs on distributed shared-memory
parallel machines, affinity analysis [3] and data distribution
analysis [22] are currently able to estimate which processor
an object is resided in. For programs with pointer usages, a
pointer will be pointing to a set of objects with may-aliases.
General data flow frequency analysis is proposed by Ramalingam [26]. It provides a theoretical foundation for data
flow frequency analysis, which computes at program points
the expected number of times that certain conditions might
hold.
Our research work in [15] pioneers the research efforts
in giving quantitative descriptions for pointer-based aliases
analysis. We draw an analogy here for the distance between
probabilistic point-to analysis and general probabilistic data
flow analysis. Conventional aliases analysis is still quite an
active research item even though the deterministic data flow
equations are well established much earlier. The probabilistic points-to analysis is complicated due to the dynamic association property of pointers. Our research work in [15]
only gives intra-procedural cases. In this work, we give an
methodology useful for inter-procedural cases. We report
experimental results for an extensive set of applications to
see the accuracy of our probabilistic point-to analysis. In
addition, we give the first research work, to our best knowledge, to estimate the effects of the application of probabilistic point-to analysis for speculative multi-threading environments. This work is also a part of our efforts in our research
group to develop compiler toolkits [4, 5, 13, 14, 23, 41] for
high-performance and low-power micro-processors.

7.

CONCLUSION

With the increased design of speculation mechanisms in
advanced microprocessors, the ability for compilers to perform optimizations on speculations of advanced architectures becomes important. In this research work, we presented probabilistic point-to analysis framework and experiments which can take advantages of speculative multi-threading
facilities provided by architectures. In our experiments, a
family of important applications can be speeded up with
our analysis. Considering a large depository of pointerbased objects, the program hopes to find objects meeting
certain properties and constraints. During the iterations,
if the object is not found, it will go for next iterations. If
the pointer-based object is found to meet the criteria, house
keeping work and update were done and dependence exists.
Probabilistic loop-carried dependence induced by pointers
were found in this family of applications. We give examples
of data retrieval, malloc, and map operators in our exper-

imental section for such cases. With the fundamental designs of table lookup in data structures and the applications
of data mining, we feel this will be important for applications. Probabilistic point-to analysis will also be important
for data speculations and code specializations on advanced
architectures. We are in the process of investigating applications of probabilistic point-to analysis in those areas.
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